
“How to Feel Ugly in 10 Simple Steps” 
 
Hello, beautiful!  Yes, I’m talking to you―perfectly-made-you.  I have a message that you will 
want (or maybe need) to hear. I’m Jessie; think of me as a big sis who will tackle the tough stuff 
with you―like beauty―when you’re not feeling even a hint of cute.  I want to show you exactly 
why you are so beautiful. And I want to do it in a completely illogical way: by giving you 10 tips 
on how to feel ugly. Get ready to laugh with me about the ridiculous things we do in search of 
“beautiful.”  And then come learn more at my website: lifeloveandgod.com 

— From Jessie Minassian 
 
1. Believe what you see on screen — Assume media images are 100% percent authentic; that 

models & celebrities are naturally skinny with perfect hair, skin & teeth.  Believe you 
can/must look the same way.  Ignore the pre- & post-production process advertisers to create 
“fake people” 

2. Get “the look” at all costs — Take your cues from today’s culture about looking “hot” and 
“perfect.”  Spend your money, time & energy to achieve those goals.  If you have great body, 
flaunt it — and pour everything you have into making others believe you’re beautiful 

3. Compare yourself to every other girl — Compare yourself to everyone else.  Let jealousy 
& pride destroy potentially great relationships.  Keep insecurities tied tight around you, like 
armor, so no one can hurt you 

4. Believe nasty words (yours & others) — Believe critiques from others about being the 
wrong size, shape or color.  Ignore what God says about you & accept the opinions of others.  
And if you ever start feeling even a little bit good about your body, tear yourself down with 
your own degrading words 

5. Refuse to take a compliment — Shoot down any positive thing anyone says about you.  For 
the sake of humility, always degrade yourself by blocking, dodging, or downplaying any & 
all compliments 

6. View your body as a power tool — Dress & act sexually to get the attention of men and 
keep their love.  Wear revealing clothing with suggestive slogans.  Flaunt your body & revel 
in the attention men give you.  Your body belongs only to you, so use it to get what you want 

7. Eat junk and diet, diet, diet — Eat anything you want: fast food, candy & soda, and ignore 
“living foods” like fruit & vegetables.  If you become overweight, try the latest fad diet or 
cleanse.  Repeat. 

8. Adore or ignore exercise — Exercise in the extreme — make training for your sport or a 
perfectly toned body your greatest goal in life.  Or, if you’re not the athletic type, consider 
exercise torture and avoid it all costs.  Either option will make you feel your worst 

9. Treat your scale like a magic mirror — If you really want to feel terrible about yourself, 
weigh yourself often.  Ask your scale, “Am I the lightest of them all?”  Obsess over any 
changes you see on the display, regardless of factors like water weight, growth, or PMS 

10. Idolize beauty — Make physical beauty the end-all, highest goal in your life.  Being 
gorgeous = being happier, more successful, and more likely to get the man of your dreams.  
Ignore inner beauty from your heart or your relationship with Jesus; because serving God & 
His kingdom can wait until you’ve reached mirror perfection 
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